
In this graphic you see that there are already many ways of sharing. Online sharing is very popular and is also grow-

ing every day. People �nd new ways to share online every day. Other sharing situations like, sharing DVD’s or books 

are not that popular. This is also because of the online sharing. You can watch and buy movies online so you don’t 

have to share tangible ones anymore. This development is good for the environment because there are fewer waists. 

This development is not that good for the employment because there is less to produce.

Source: http://www.pwc.co.uk/issues/megatrends/collisions/shar-

ingeconomy/the-sharing-economy-sizing-the-revenue-opportunity.html 

Sharing economy life-cycle

How will our daily life be?

ECONOMY

What people say Social
This is what people age 18-30 are saying about sharing economie.

Source “what people say; poll “sharing of products” on https://www.enquetesmaken.com/, 

41 participants
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Negative
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Are you positive about 
sharing economy?

We think a lot of people voted neutral because they 

don’t know anything about it.
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- We want this world to survive

- Some materials are running out so we have to be more careful.

- The environment has been su�ciently a�ected by humans.

- There is enough trash already.

Think that we should be carefull with our 
materials and products

What people say Social
This is what people age 18-30 are saying about sharing economie.

Source “what people say; poll “sharing of products” on https://www.enquetesmaken.com/, 

41 participants.

78%

Why?

- This isn’t something you use daily so it’s easier to share.

- It is better for your storage space.

- It is better to rent for the few times you use it then to buy it.

Would rent and share building material.

35%

Why not? It depents on what kind of furniture and it’s about hygiene.

Would rent and share furniture.

Pear-to-pear 
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Explanation 

Companies limit the lifetime of machines. They don’t use techniques for 
making solutions but they are using it to make problems. They are making 
problems so the machines will be broken sooner than they should, so the 
client will buy a new one. We also aren’t looking how long our products will 
survive we are looking for new and “beter” products all the time. The result 
of this behavior is that there is more and more and more waste. 

The solution for the waste problem is a rental system for products. The cus-
tomer will rent the products from the makers. The makers will make better 
products because it is their responsibility and the costumer will pay for the 
use of the products. When the rental period ends the makers will take back 
the products and reuse them of reuse parts of them. This means that they 
have to make the product in a way that they can take out the parts for 
reuse. 

Buying cheap machines is expensive on your energy bill. So when you rent 
good machines your energy bill will go down. 

This project is good for the environment because we will waste less energy 
and also less material. We can save money because of the less energy these 
machines will need. So we are happy and it is good for the earth. 

Companies

Solution

Clothes libary reference

How do people react when it’s about hygiene?
We did much research on clothing, 2nd-hand clothes and the concept of 
sharing. With the appearance of the store we bring these fears down, we 
have washing machines in store, wash cards, we put a lot of emphasis on it! 
For so far we have no problems with it.

Does it tracks a lot of public? 300 subscribers, wide audience
Does the store attract a certain kind of people or are all the costumers dif-
ferent?
Very divers, fashion girls to just people who want to borrow clothes once 
and want to try it out.

Can you also drop o� clothing that will get recycled or will be transferred to 
a charitable organization? 
You can join us, hand in your clothes, which hung between the collection so 
others can borrow it. It's not that we collect clothes to bring it to charity.

Are you for a society in which clothing can only be borrowed?
We think this is unrealistic. People will have to buy more carefully, and we 
also try to make that clear. We give the possibility to �rst borrow something 
and test whether you would really wear it, if so, you could maybe buy it. 
It is a shame that so many clothes discarded or is not worn. 240 kilos per 
year in textile get thrown away. In addition, the circumstances of the gar-
ment are not too good, and we will in this way, we contribute to fewer pro-
duction so fewer working with low labor costs.

LENA the fashion library, Amsterdam.
LENA the fshion library is a clothing store where you can buy your clothes 
but also can borrow or rend them. Through various Subscriptions, you can 
put your clothes available to rend or borrow clothes themselves.

The clothes library want people to be more conscious about the clothes 
they buing. They give the customers the opportunity to test the clothing 
whether is worthwhile to buy. In this way there will be less clothes lie 
unused in the closet, and fewer clothes will be thrown away.

Conclusion
How would daily life be?

It’s hard to answer our main question, the outcomes are not that clear be-
cause positive points facing negative points. First about the environment. 
There do already exist di�erent examples of a sharing economy. People are 
already using the web to share with each other every day, not only their 
meanings and thoughts but also their stu�, for example on Marktplaats.nl. 
Using a website like Martplaats.nl is positive because of giving this products 
a longer lifetime instead of throwing it away. Sharing on Marktplaats.nl has 
also a negative point. The product needs to be transported to the new 
owner and that is not good for nature. 

Second the social points. People are willing to be a part of a sharing econo-
my, but it depends on the products they have to share. They don’t like it if it 
is too personal. Sharing won’t be a problem when it is about building mate-
rials or furniture. When it comes to personal things like clothes, or renting a 
mobile, people will consider it as a problem. In addition, it is also considered 
to be unhygienic.

Last the economic points. Because devices get better quality there will be 
less work to make new devices. This is a negative point for our economy. 
Maybe it outweighs the fact that there will be a change in jobs that are 
needed like, reperateurs and people who can do the collection if costumers 
don’t pay. 

We think that a sharing economy will be better for the world because we 
have to buy lesser products. This means that we are saving a lot of money 
we can use for something else and this also means that there will be less 
waste. It isn’t that big of a change!

Detriment
Social
- Lot diversity of products
- Reduced energy costs
- devices with better quality

- Hygiene
- No prossesions anymore
- Feelings of reducing privacy

Enviroment
- Improve products
- longer life/less waiste

Economy
- Lesser costes for import - Less work so fewer jobs

- Lower income for rew materials 
suppliers.

Collaborative consumption

Non-product assets such as space, skills 

and money are exchanged in new ways.

Collaborative livestyles Redistribution markets Product service systems
Unwanted or underused goods 

redistributed.

Pay to acces the bene�t of a product 

versus needing to own it outright.

An economic model based on sharing, swapping, trading or renting prod-
ucts and services enabling acces over ownership. It is reinventing not just 
what we consume but how we consume.

Airbnb Marktplaats Blablacar
One well known example is Airbnb. One well known example is Marktplaats. One well known example is Blablacar.

Education
Open education and person-to-person 

learning models that democratize 

education

Consumption
Maximum utilizatoion of assets through 

e�cient models of redistribution and 

sharing acces.

Design, production and distribution of 

goods through collaborative networks.

Production

reference
The liander building - Thomas Rau
 
Thomas Rau is an architect who delved into sustainability. His buildings are built with few recycled materials. All 
his buildings have a material passport. In this way they know exactly how much and which materials have been 
used to put together the building. All of these materials can be reused later.
 
All the clients borrow the materials for the construction of the building Rau designed. In a later stage, these 
materials can be picked up again, and they can start a second life cycles.

Liander building

- Transport
- Carbon emmisions

We also thought that caring for the products could be a problem. Maybe 
because the products that people are renting are not theirs they are less 
careful with them. That is the reason we did research on the arrange-
ments if you broke something. Most of the examples we researched had 
di�erent arrangements for di�erent kinds of slighting: Too late, not 
returned at all and damaged stu�. They also believe that the costumers 
will take good care of the stu�, but just in case they had to make some 
consequences. The consequences are a �ne. When you aren’t paying for 
the lost or damaged stu� they will sometimes even call a collection 
agency to help them get their money. 


